Data recovery just got easier
From our lab to yours, CPR Tools, Inc. is proud to introduce our latest data recovery innovation. Designed for lab and field
use Mimic when size matters.

SECURITY FEATURES

Passcode Locking Feature locks
the screen while in use

FORENSICALLY SOUND
Mimic is a write-blocked device
to ensure data integrity

NEED EXTRA COPIES?
One-to-many cloning and
imaging support

SUPPORTS MULTIPLE
FORMATS
RAW and EWF image support
ensures software compatibility

OUT OF SPACE?
Compressed image support,
logical file copies

Time saving innovations

Bookmarked Recovery

•

Use the same 5” touchscreen that you are already

Detailed recovery status information is

used to.

automatically saved allowing for full pause/resume

Multiple USB 3.0 and SATA ports allow you to clone,

functionality at any time during the recovery

copy or image to multiple output drives.

process (can even resume after an unexpected

Full support for logical file and partition recoveries.

power outage!).

•

•

With support for FAT, FAT16, FAT32, exFAT, NTFS,

SIZE MATTERS
Mimic’s small size (6"L X 3.9"W
X 1.25”H) means you can take it
anywhere easily

RECOVERY TRACKING
Convenient and seamless
logging of all recovery actions
and information

EXT2, EXT3, EXT4, and HFS file systems.
•

Mimic has built-in file undelete functionality.

Accountability and Control
•

FORGOT YOUR TOOLS?
Recover data without removing
the drive with ‘JumpStart’
technology

Recovery journals automate the process of logging
operator information, source and destination drive

Laptops and netbooks are getting smaller and
harder to disassemble; some even come with the
storage media soldered directly to the motherboard.
Mimic allows you to recover your system without
removing the hard drive. Never lose another
screw, or void another warranty, just JumpStart it!

information, and recovery events and statistics.

Multiple Options
•

BOOKMARKED RECOVERY
Full pause/cancel functionality
of all recovery operations

Accidentally deleted some important files? The

JumpStart your recovery

CLONE- This option will clone data from a source
device or partition to a destination device or partition.

•

FILE COPY - This option will copy specified files
from a source file system to a folder on a destination

Run scripts based on what you need to recover.
You can have a script that recovers all music files
or one that recovers all documents or both! It is all
up to you as CPR Tools gives you the tools you
need to make data recovery easy!

drive.
•

Create and Run Scripts

IMAGE - This option will create an image of a source
device/partition to an image file. Outputs: raw, raw
compressed, .E01 and .Ex01
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